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ike many other working parents in the

clients, but also to help our practice leaders understand

midst of a global pandemic, I was up late

in real time the work we are doing for clients and who on

one night trying to find an art project

their practice teams are doing the work. In the past this

to entertain my oldest daughter. After

information was often informally shared via self-reporting

searching across a number of pages

during group meetings, or through the tedious process

and finding nothing I thought would entertain my picky

of filling out forms, or a variety of excel spreadsheets but

art aficionado, I switched to browsing Facebook before

with the deployment of Foundation, Sidley’s Experience

heading to bed. What popped up was a targeted ad for a

Management tool, we are able to consistently standardize

company that offered a monthly subscription for arts and

data related to the work our lawyers complete across a

crafts projects. After being briefly incensed at how my

variety of practice groups without relying on self-reporting.

search history could be so quickly and effectively used

This standardization and adoption process allows practice

for targeted ads, I found myself buying the suggested

leaders to begin to take a deeper look at their practice by

product. It was a win-win for all, minus the privacy

matter industry, client industry, type of work and who

enthusiasts who collectively cringe at my acquiescence

on the team was doing the work. While having access to

in my personal data being so widely collected and used.

such detailed information about the matters we work on

The truth is data collection is all around us. From the

helped us move forward as a firm on a number of projects,

innocuous to the invasive, information is constantly being

it was difficult to always understand the data and identify

collected and disseminated in ways that can improve not

patterns and insights into firm relationships.

only our experiences, but improve a company’s ability to

As an example, a practice leader wanted to have

harness that information into more targeted approaches.

a sense of what type of work her group was doing, not

Data collection is already happening at law firms, albeit

only across all offices where attorneys in her group were

in a much less invasive way. With all that data, it begs the

staffed, but down to an office by office level. To accomplish

question of what does one do with it? How do we make sense

this task, she previously spent months repeatedly

of the data we have? How do we see patterns in all those

requesting attorneys to select from a series of 21 potential

bits and pieces of information? Most importantly, how do

classifications of work for each of the hundreds of matters

we leverage that data to improve our internal processes,

that they were staffed on. This information was then

client relationships, and even overall job satisfaction?

collected and simple pie charts were made reflecting

Experience Management tools enable law firms to

the self-reported classifications of matters. The process

collect a tremendous amount of information, and assist

to build the charts was painful for all involved and took

in all sorts of decision making processes from knowledge

months to complete. Further, the pie charts could not be

management, expert location, pricing and budgeting

manipulated in any fashion as they were static. We all

pitches and proposals, to even staffing. When you take a

believed there had to be a better way to gather and present

closer look at data in an experience management system,

the information. First, since the group had been introduced

it’s a treasure trove of information about your people. Sidley

to Foundation, we quickly realized that all the data we

rolled out experience management to over 1000 attorneys

needed was in Foundation and that through custom

in 2020, to not only capture details about our work and our

reports based on combinations of client industries, matter
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types, and transactional details, to name a few, we

at data at the individual level. Our practice leader

I had never heard of - picture the movie, “A

could reverse engineer the matter classifications

is now able to show in real time how this group’s

Beautiful Mind,” when John Nash has strings

for the group, bypassing self-reporting, with two

practice was evolving from year to year and make

connecting all the different “data points” running

exceptions. Self-reporting was limited to matters

projections about the type of work that would be

through his mind. Sankey diagrams essentially

that were confidential, and therefore not part

coming in the future. The pie charts easily reveals

are charts that display flows, or relationships

of Foundation, and a few matters that had not

potential concentrations in certain types of work

between two or more sets of data. Our use case

been profiled in Foundation yet. We developed a

and can assist in strategic recruiting decisions. Our

was wanting to identify concentrations in work

better process for collecting the information, but

practice leader can also use the data to identify and

flow, from associates working too much with one

we were still stuck with a very stagnant way of

assess opportunities for the practice.

or two partners, to evaluating the relationships

displaying the information.

For other projects, information has to

– both in the number of hours and frequency of

Next, we turned to Tableau. Tableau is a data

be pulled from a number of sources to create

matters- that associates worked with specific

visualization tool that anyone, including a lawyer,

layers of data. Tableau, using data mined from

lawyers. We utilized Sankey diagrams to display

can operate. Tableau allows you to quickly build

an

and

strengths of relationships between two attorneys.

a wide variety of interactive graphs, charts and

information from accounting, offers/provides

The wider the line connecting the attorneys

other diagrams to display information. A user can

visualization of areas where leverage is lacking

the stronger the relationship in terms of hours

then manipulate the data by making use of filters

and where write offs are occurring. With write

worked and/or number of matters worked on

and parameter controls. We took all the data we

off information, we can use Tableau to identify

together. This was incredibly valuable to practice

collected from Foundation, including attorney

the types of matters that more frequently have

leaders for a variety of reasons, including

hours, attorney office location and title at the firm

associates’ time written off. We can then offer

ensuring associates were developing the right

and ran that information through Tableau. While

targeted training and prioritize our knowledge

amount of internal relationships with partners to

on the surface, it looked similar to the pie charts

management initiatives on identified topics

better position them to one day be self-sustaining

the group had used in years past, these pie charts

through the development of position papers,

partners, to making sure enough associates and

were interactive and with a few clicks could be

checklists, precedent and forms. Prioritization

partners were familiar with certain types of work

manipulated to view the data in a variety of ways.

of resources ultimately allows law firms to take

so that if a partner or associate left the firm, the

For instance, the practice leader wanted to get

a more surgical approach to building up their

group as a whole could continue to successfully

a sense of the work completed by our European

collective knowledge base to target first those

work in that space.

offices, a step that simply required us to use a built

areas where the impact will be greatest. This

Tableau allows firms to address a number

in location filter on our Tableau graph to show a pie

all translates to not only a better work product,

of problems with relative ease. For example,

chart that combined the data from both our London

but increased profitability through increasing

training is an incredibly complex process that

and Munich offices. We were able to show pie

leverage while decreasing write offs.

evolves as associates become more senior. What

experience

management

platform

charts on the type of work completed by associates

Tableau, in connection with Foundation,

a first year associate needs in training is vastly

compared to partners, even down to the level of an

allows us to visualize our data that we have been

different than a fifth year. Tableau, with data from

individual associate in a specific office, all with a

collecting for years. After the success of our

Foundation, can assist in visualizing the type of

click of a button. We could limit the matters that

pie chart experiment, we moved on to Sankey

work associates complete at different stages of

showed up in the pie charts by the number of hours

diagrams. For anyone not familiar with Sankey

their careers. By identifying the types of matters

worked, which was especially useful when looking

diagrams - which prior to working with Tableau

a second year is staffed on, we can now target our
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training towards the type of work that associate is working on currently. This

imagined. Data Visualization tools, like Tableau, have enabled us to

enables a firm to provide the right training on the right projects at the right

understand our data in ways we never previously explored. These tools allow

time in an associate’s career.

our firms to take those insights and develop them into patterns and processes

One of the most important implications of using Tableau to visualize

to construct action plans for the future. We should continue to reflect on the

firm data is supporting the firm’s commitment to the advancement of diverse

data we have, and how we can leverage that data to improve our internal

lawyers. Unconscious biases have real and lasting implications related to

processes, client relationships, and overall job satisfaction. It is the role of

efforts to hire, mentor and promote individuals from diverse backgrounds.

the modern Knowledge Management department to help our organizations

The insidious nature of unconscious bias is such that we don’t always even

harness the collective knowledge of our firm and to use the data we have to

realize how it impacts us. Take for example the bias we all have towards

make meaningful measurable change. Technology such as Foundation and

events that happened recently versus those that happened some time ago.

Tableau is making our jobs even more impactful. ILTA

This is a well-documented phenomenon known as recency bias. You see
this play out in law firms all the time. Ask any associate during a mid-year
review about the work they have done and they will focus their attention
on the matters they have worked on most recently. It is what comes to mind
first and therefore takes on greater importance to him or her. This plays out
when you ask lawyers to define the type of work their practice encompasses.
They are more likely to place an emphasis on the types of matters they were
recently working on, and assign them more weight when recalling the amount
of time they spent. Emotions, from satisfaction with your team members on a
project, to annoyance or frustration with a client can lead to you remembering
incorrectly the frequency or duration you worked on a matter. Your emotions
and your distance from an event can affect your memory; you may think you
worked with Ted down the hall every day on a complex de-SPAC, when in
reality it was only a handful of times. The same phenomenon can occur in other
contexts; you may think you assigned a female colleague to the same number
of renewable energy projects as you assigned her male counterparts, but you
may be assigning a greater weight to your female colleague’s work because
she frequently talked to you about a matter she was staffed on. Tableau and
experience management platforms allow you to take emotions and subjective
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memories out of play and instead rely on data to determine if diverse lawyers
are receiving the right opportunities to further their career, including equal
opportunities for being staffed on matters that will help provide them with
the fundamental experiences and training for success.
We are collecting more data than ever, and our ability to harness
this information to the benefit of the firm and our clients are endless. The
information we collect can be used for more purposes than previously
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